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Abstract. A grid protocol models concurrent computation, and consists

of one or more modules repeatedly performing parallel I/O and compu-

tation. We provide several concise speci�cation formats and correctness

results on (external) I/O behaviour, and illustrate our approach by ex-

amples.

Note: Some of the results described in this paper were published earlier in

[BHP97]; other results were established by students in the '96/'97 course

Process Algebra II delivered at the University of Amsterdam [BJM97],

and in a master's thesis [Pou97].

1 Introduction

This paper surveys work done on speci�cation and analysis of \grid protocols".

It is based on [BHP97], in which a simple class of these protocols is introduced,

and on the papers [BJM97,Pou97], both of which deal with extensions.

A Grid protocol models concurrent computation in a grid-like architecture.

This type of protocols is based on Synchronous Concurrent Algorithms (SCAs)

as developed by Tucker et al. [TT94]). Our motivation to follow this approach

can be illustrated by the following citation (op. cit.):

\many specialised models of computation possess the essential features of

SCAs, including systolic arrays, neural networks, cellular automata and cou-

pled map lattices. The parallel algorithms, architectures and dynamical sys-

tems that comprise the class SCAs have many applications, ranging from their

use in special purpose devices [...] to computational models of biological and

physical phenomena."

? Partially sponsored by Esprit Working Group 8533 NADA| New Hardware Design

Methods.

B. Möller and J.V. Tucker (Eds.): Prospects for Hardware Foundations, LNCS 1546, pp. 278-308, 1998.
Ó Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1998



A grid protocol consists of modules, i.e., data processing units that can cooperate

with each other or the environment by passing values (terminology taken from

op. cit.). This cooperation can be modeled in various ways. In this paper we

consider value-passing by synchronization (communication actions). A module

has �xed incoming and outgoing channels or ports, modeling the connection with

either one of the network's modules, or with some external device. Furthermore,

it has an associated function. The current value of a module is either initial or

computed from its function on the values received via its input ports. In terms of

behaviour, a module repeatedly performs parallel execution of input and output

actions, each of which operates on a distinct channel. Having executed all its I/O

actions (Input/Output), the module updates its current value by application of

its function to the newly received value(s). As an example, consider the module

M in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Example of the operation of a single module.

In this �gure, module M has current value 8, notation M(8) (displayed at

the left-hand side). This value can be sent along the two output channels, while

values 3 and 2 are ready to be received along the two input channels. The function

of this example module is to add the values received, thus the next current value

will be 5 (available at the output channels), and new values v1 and v2 can be

received. After this parallel I/O behaviour the module has evolved into M(5). A

straightforward, recursive speci�cation of M 's behaviour is

M(d) = (k I/O value-passing actions) �M(e+ f)

in case d is the current value, and values e and f are received as new input values.

Throughout the paper, we stick to the convention that modules are depicted by

rectangular blocks, with input channels coming in at the top and output channels

leaving from the bottom.
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A grid protocol can be a network of processors or (groups of) points of mea-

sure in some physical phenomenon, for example a hardware device or a vibrating

string. In this paper we focus on modeling and characterization of grid protocols

in process algebra. We o�er some speci�cation formats, and provide for each of

these a general result on the external behaviour of the network (characteriza-

tion). We come up with two characterization results on the external behaviour

of grid protocols. These imply both corectness and freedom of deadlock:

1. In the case that all modules and internal channels of the network form a

connected graph and the external behaviour is located at one single mod-

ule, we obtain a simple characterization result: the order of the (internal)

synchronizations is not relevant and the network's external behaviour |

stream transformation or generation | is determined by a pre�x of I/O ac-

tions, followed by a simultaneous value update. This result is established in

[BHP97].
2. In the case that all modules are synchronized by a device that keeps the

modules in pace, the operation of the network is characterized by a pre�x of

(external) I/O actions, followed by a simultaneous value update. In this case,

also the external activity of the network is transformation (or generation)

of parallel streams, irrespective of location of I/O and connectedness. This

result is established in [BJM97,Pou97].

We do not discuss algebraic details or proofs. For these we refer to the above

mentioned references.

We further motivate our approach as one that yields an operational perspec-

tive on the module level, i.e., value-passing by arbitrary interleaved synchro-

nizations, and that relates this perspective with a correctness characterization

of a network's external I/O behaviour. Our approach is based on a combina-

tion of value-passing calculus CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems, Mil-

ner [Mil89]), and process algebra ACP (Algebra of Communicating Processes,

Bergstra and Klop [BK84,BK85,BW90]). Main ingredients are early read actions,

in which a variable can get instantiated via communication (value-passing), and

the process pre�x, a generalization of Milner's action pre�x, introduced in [BB94].

With these ingredients, a concise notation of parallel input is possible.

Structure of the paper. In the next section we introduce value-passing, process

pre�xes and early read actions. In Section 3, we give a speci�cation format

for (�nitary) connected networks with I/O located at one port, and discuss

a characterization result. In the next section (4) we introduce a second class

of grid protocols: Beating Grid Protocols. These networks are controlled by a

Beat-process, i.e., a synchronization device that keeps parallel I/O of the whole

network in phase. For this class we consider two types of Beat-processes, and

state a general characterization result. In Section 5 we consider as an example an

approximation of solutions of the one-dimensional wave equation, which can be

modeled either as a connected grid protocol, or a beating grid protocol. Finally,

in Section 6 we give some conclusions. An appendix gives a brief introduction to

ACP� (A; ), the process algebraic approach underlying this paper.
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2 Data and some Process Algebra

In this section we explain value-passing, the basic communication mechanism

in grid protocols. Furthermore, we introduce early reads and process pre�xing,

and show that these form a concise notation for the mechanics of parallel value-

passing. On the y we recall some process algebra.

2.1 Actions, Value-Passing, and Generalized Merge

Actions are the most basic processes we deal with. Furthermore, we consider

handshaking communication between actions: the simultaneous occurrence of

two actions fuses together to a new action. Such an action is often called a

communication action, and we assume both the set of actions, and the commu-

nications as parameters of our theory. If two actions a and b communicate to

action c, we can use the communication merge j and write

a j b = c;

and in case we are not particularly interested in c, we also say that a and b

synchronize. If a and b do not communicate, we write

a j b = �;

where � is a symbol expressing deadlock or inaction. The communication merge

is a commutative and associative operation on processes.

We adopt a simple speci�cation paradigm for processes parameterized with

data, which originates from �CRL [GP95]. As grid protocols process data, we de-

mand computability and decidability of all data involved (in the sense of [BT95]).

Data parameterization is used in actions, sums, and communications.

In order to specify value-passing, let i; j be channel identi�ers. Action ri(t)

models the act of receiving the particular value t along channel i. Action sj(t)

models the sending of data value t along port j. Here t may also be a prod-

uct of data values. Let for instance ri and sj be typed as actions that can

carry values of type IN (the natural numbers), and of type IN2, respectively. So

ri(0); ri(1); :::; sj(0; 0); sj(0; 1); ::: are considered actions.

A �rst example of a data-parametric sum is the expressionP
v:IN(ri(v));
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denoting a process that for an arbitrary value n of IN can once perform action

ri(n), after which it terminates. Note that the type of the variable v is declared in

the scope of the
P
-operation. This expression represents the in�nite summation

ri(0) + ri(1) + ri(2) + � � �

where the commutative and associative operation + is called alternative compo-

sition or choice, and de�nes the execution of one of its operands. However,

x+ � = x:

(So in context of alternative composition, � behaves as inaction.) Alternative

composition binds weakest of all binary operations.

A typical form of data-parametric sums concerns the combination with se-

quential composition: x � y, or simply xy represents process x followed by y. For

example,P
v:IN(ri(v) � sj(2v; v + 1))

represents the in�nite summation

ri(0) � sj(0; 1) + ri(1) � sj(2; 2) + ri(2) � sj(4; 3) + � � � :

The operation � is associative, and de�nes the sequential execution of its operands.
However,

� � x = �:

(So, a � � deadlocks after execution of a.) Sequential composition binds strongest

of all binary operations. Furthermore, note that

x(y + z) 6= xy + xz:

(For example, in case x = y = a and z = �, the leftmost process equals aa,

whereas the rightmost process can deadlock with a�.) On the other hand, we do

have

(x+ y)z = xz + yz:

A form of repeated sequential composition, employed in the speci�cation of

grid protocols, is no-exit iteration, introduced in [Fok97] and de�ned by

x! = x � (x)! :

For data-parametric sums, axioms and a proof rule are de�ned in [GP91c,GP94b].

In particular, these comprise �-conversion and axioms to change its scope. We

adopt the convention that
P

:::( ) binds strongest of all operations, for exampleP
v:IN(ri(v) � sj(2v; v + 1))! = (

P
v:IN(ri(v) � sj(2v; v + 1)))

!
:

As for data-parametric communications, we assume that the communications

in Table 1, de�ning send-read communication, are the only ones de�ned.
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Table 1. Send-read communication for value-passing, a; b 2 A.

a j b =

(
ci(t) if fa; bg = fri(t); si(t)g

� otherwise.

Data-parametric sums distribute over the communication merge j, provided
no new bindings arise. Also + distributes over j. For example,

ri(2) j (si(2) + sj(2; 2)) = ri(2) j si(2) + ri(2) j sj(2; 2) = ci(2) + � = ci(2);

(ri(1) + ri(2)) j si(2) = ci(2);P
v:IN(ri(v)) j si(2) =

P
v:IN(ri(v) j si(2)) = ci(2):

With help of send-read communication and encapsulation one can easily

model value-passing (cf. [Mil89]). Here encapsulation is de�ned by an operation

that renames all actions in H into �,

@H(a) =

�
� if a 2 H;

a otherwise.

Furtmermore, encapsulation distributes over �, +, and
P

:::( ).

Encapsulation does not distribute over merge operations, and can be used

to enforce communication between concurrent processes, such as value-passing

communications. Rather than considering processses P j Q of which the �rst

action must be a communication between P and Q, concurrent execution of P

and Q is speci�ed as

P k Q;

where the merge operator k is de�ned by ACP-axiom (CM1)

x k y = (x k y + y k x) + x j y:

Here k , leftmerge, is an auxiliary operation that requires that the �rst action

performed stems from the left operand. It is axiomatized by

(CM2) a k x = a � x

(CM3) ax k y = a(x k y)

(CM4) (x+ y) k z = x k z + y k z

where a is an action, �, or � (a constant explained below). So in P k Q, the �rst
action comes either from P , from Q, or is a communication between P and Q.

Now, for a small, typical example on value-passing involving encapsulation,

consider

R =
P

v:IN(ri(v) � sj(2v; v + 1))!;
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a process that is willing to receive any natural k along channel i, then sends the

pair (2k; k + 1) along channel j, and then resumes this behaviour. Assume that

R is executed in parallel with

si(5) � S;

a process that initially sends the value 5 along channel i. The value-passing of 5

from si(5) � S to R along channel i can be represented by

@fri;sig(R k si(5) � S)

where we adopt the notation @fri;sig, only mentioning the identi�ers ri; si, from

�CRL. Hence, single ri(n) and si(n) actions cannot occur and are thus enforced

to communicate. We derive

@fri;sig(R k si(5) � S) = @fri;sig(
P

v:IN(ri(v) � sj(2v; v + 1)) �R k si(5) � S)

= ci(5) � @fri;sig(sj(10; 6) � R k S);

where the second identity follows from the axioms of ACP� (A; ) and those

for data-parametric sums. So, the value-passing in this example is modeled by

the execution of the communication action ci(5) and the resulting process is

@fri;sig(sj(10; 6) � R k S). In the setting of �CRL, a detailed treatment of this

value-passing format can be found in [GK95].

The distinction between internal (unobservable) and external (observable)

behaviour is modeled with the hiding operation �I , where I is a set of (internal)

actions. This operation renames the actions in I into � , the silent action:

�I(a) =

�
� if a 2 I;

a otherwise,

and distributes over �, +, and
P

:::( ). For the constant � , an important axiom

is x � � = x:

Grid protocols are speci�ed as the concurrent composition of a �nite number

of modules, and for readability it makes sense to use the generalized merge�
k
i2I

Pi

�
which abbreviates the expression (Pi1 k Pi2 k ::: k Pin) for I = fi1; i2; :::; ing a

non-empty, �nite set of indices. This notation can be justi�ed by commutativity

and associativity of the k operation. If I is a singleton, say I = fi1g,�
k

i2fi1g
Pi

�
= Pi1 :

We often write

�
k
n

i=1
Pi

�
rather than

�
k

i2f1;:::;ng
Pi

�
:

The following result follows easily by induction on n, exploiting �x k y =

�(x k y) and x� = x, and is typical for the process algebraic reasoning that

underlies our characterization results.

Lemma 2.1.1. x

��
k
n

i=1
�yi

�
k z

�
= x

��
k
n

i=1
yi

�
k z

�
:
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2.2 Parallel Input: Early Reads and Process Pre�x

Let D be some data type. We introduce the binary operation process pre�x and

early read actions as a means to provide concise notation for parallel input. Let

i be a channel or port identi�er, and v a variable of type D. Then

eri(v);x =
P

v:D(ri(v) � x)

is the axiom scheme that introduces the early read action eri(v) and the opera-

tion ;, the process pre�x. This identity is a �CRL-like interpretation of the early

read axiom in [BB94]. It is meant that v may occur in process x, e.g.,

eri(v); sj(v) =
P

v:D(ri(v) � sj(v))

is an expression without free data-variables, and so is

eri(v); sj(t) =
P

v:D(ri(v) � sj(t))

for t a closed term of type D.

Remark 2.2.1. The axiom scheme above reects Milner's translation of the basic

CCS term a(x):E into the value-passing CCS term

X
v2V

av: dEfv=xg
where V is the value set and b the translation function [Mil89].

Let Aer be the extension of A (the set of atomic actions) with early read

actions for any action ri : D1 � ::: � Dn declared over A. Axioms for process

pre�xing are given in Table 2. The axiom PP4 is considered to be parameterized

with the type of the ri action. Note that for the er actions we use globally typed

variables.

Table 2. Early input and process pre�xing, a 2 A.

(PP1) �;x = � j (PP4) erk(v);x =
P

v:D
(rk(v) � x)

(PP2) � ;x = � � x j (PP5) (x+ y); z = x; z + y; z

(PP3) a;x = a � x j (PP6) (x � y); z = x; (y; z)
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By the send-read communication paradigm (see Table 1) we have that eri(v) j
a = � for all a 2 Aer. This is used in the following example, in which parallel

input is unraveled (v; w variables of some type D):

(eri(v) k erj(w)); sl(F (v; w))
(CM1)
= (eri(v) k erj(w) + erj(w) k eri(v) + eri(v) j erj(w)); sl(F (v; w))

(CF2)
= (eri(v) � erj(w) + erj(w) � eri(v) + �); sl(F (v; w))

(PP5)
= (eri(v) � erj(w)); sl(F (v; w)) + (erj(w) � eri(v)); sl(F (v; w))

(PP6)
= eri(v); (erj(w); sl(F (v; w))) + erj(w); (eri(v); sl(F (v; w))):

Applying axiom PP4 to the last expression yields that

(eri(v) k erj(w)); sl(F (v; w)) =

8<
:
P

v:D(ri(v) �
P

w:D(rj(w) � sl(F (v; w))))
+P

w:D(rj(w) �
P

v:D(ri(v) � sl(F (v; w))));

showing conciseness of notation with early read actions and process pre�x. Ob-

serve that in case we replace w by v,

(eri(v) k erj(v)); sl(F (v; v)) =

8<
:
P

v:D(ri(v) �
P

v:D(rj(v) � sl(F (v; v))))
+P

v:D(rj(v) �
P

v:D(ri(v) � sl(F (v; v)))):

This example models non-deterministic input along one of the channels i; j,

yielding send-action sl(F (k; k)) with k being the value received. In the peculiar

case that the channel identi�er j is replaced by i, we �nd that

(eri(v) k eri(w)); sl(F (v; w)) =

8<
:
P

v:D(ri(v) �
P

w:D(ri(w) � sl(F (v; w))))
+P

w:D(ri(w) �
P

v:D(ri(v) � sl(F (v; w))))

models the sending of either sl(F (j; k)) or sl(F (k; j)) if values j and k are sent

along i. Finally,

(eri(v) k eri(v)); sl(F (v; v)) = (eri(v) � eri(v)); sl(F (v; v))

describes the situation in which the �rst inputed value along channel i is ne-

glected, and the second one instantiates F (v; v).

Remark 2.2.2. We stress that the processP
v:D

(
P

w:D
((ri(v) k rj(w))sl(F (v; w))))

does not model parallel input: if for example D = f0; 1g,P
v:D

(
P

w:D
((ri(v) k rj(w))sl(F (v; w)))) = (ri(0) k rj(0)) � sl(F (0; 0)) +

(ri(0) k rj(1)) � sl(F (0; 1)) +

(ri(1) k rj(0)) � sl(F (1; 0)) +

(ri(1) k rj(1)) � sl(F (1; 1)):
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So, upon reading the �rst value along channel i or j, the choice for the second read

action is already �xed.

Furthermore, �I and @H -applications also apply to er-actions via axiom PP4,

using the �CRL axioms that state that these applications commute with theP
-operation. For instance,

@frig(eri(v);P1 + erj(w);P2)

= @frig(
P

v:D(ri(v)P1)) + @frig(
P

w:IN(rj(w)P2))

=
P

v:D(@frig(ri(v)P1)) +
P

w:IN(@frig(rj(w)P2))

=
P

v:D(�) +
P

w:IN(rj(w)@frigP2)

= � + erj(w); @frig(P2)

= erj(w); @frig(P2):

3 Modules and Connected, single-I/O Networks

In this section we propose a speci�cation format for connected networks. Such a

network consists of modules, elementary data processing units which may have

feedback. Next we introduce connected networks as a format for the parallel

execution of such modules. Our modeling is based on [TT94], in which SCAs

(Synchronous Concurrent Algorithms) are analyzed.

3.1 Modules

A module Mi has a (current) value d, a �xed (positive) number n of input

channels i1; :::; in, and a �xed (positive) number m of output channels o1; :::; om.

Channels have unit bandwidth and are unidirectional; this corresponds with our

format for value-passing as discussed in the previous section. We �rst consider a

setting with only one data type D. Computation in Mi is modeled by a (total)

value function Fi : D
n ! D. The complete operation of module Mi(d) can be

described as follows:

Mi(d) =

��
k
n

j=1
erij (vj)

�
k

�
k
m

j=1
soj (d)

��
;Mi(Fi(v1; :::; vn)): (1)

Unfortunately, this de�nition presupposes that Mi has no feedback, i.e. that

fi1; :::; ing \ fo1; :::; omg = ; because early read actions do not communicate

(otherwise, the value in question would get lost). So for the particular case that

Mi also has a feedback channel f , its de�nition should be something like

Mi(d) =

��
k
n

j=1
erij (vj)

�
k

�
k
m

j=1
soj (d)

��
;Mi(Fi(d; v1; :::; vn)); (2)

where the �rst argument of Fi models the feedback. This has two disadvantages:

we lose uniformity of speci�cation, and the feedback action is not explicit, only
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its e�ect is. As can be expected, we allow at most one feedback channel per

module.

Because uniformity of speci�cation is particularly useful in proving correct-

ness, we adopt a \low level speci�cation format" of modules, and obtain (1) as

a derivable identity. Because feedback is an explicit, but hidden action in our

speci�cation format, we postpone the derivable variant of (2) till after the intro-

duction of the operation of networks. ModuleMi(d) as described above is de�ned

by means of two iterative processes. The �rst one of these de�nes the receive-part

Reci of the module (modeling its read actions), the second its send-part Send i(d)

(ready to send the value d along the ports o1; :::; om). These two parts commu-

nicate along some channel i, internal to module Mi, and are also used to model

computation of Fi. More precisely, communication of a value Fi(d1; :::; dn) by

(internal) action c(Fi(d1; :::; dn)) can only take place if all parallel read actions

of Reci have been executed, and if also Send i(d) has performed all its (parallel)

send actions soj (d). This yields the following speci�cation and picture of Mi(d):

Mi(d) = �fcig � @fri;sig(Reci k Send i(d));

Reci =

��
k
n

j=1
erij (vj)

�
; si(Fi(v1; :::; vn))

�!
;

Send i(d) =

�
k
m

j=1
soj (d)

�
� Send i;

Send i =

�
eri(v);

�
k
m

j=1
soj (v)

��!
:

?

Reci

Send i(d)

i

Mi(d)

? ?o1 om

? ?

i1
� � �

� � �

in

In case Mi has no feedback, i.e., fi1; :::; ing \ fo1; :::; omg = ;, it follows that
Mi(d) has a process pre�x

(eri1(v1) k ::: k erin(vn) k so1(d) k ::: k som(d))

(this is a consequence of Theorem 3.3.3). After having read certain values d1; d2;

:::; dn along channels i1; :::; in, and having sent d along ports o1; :::; om, the mod-

ule's current value is updated to Fi(d1; :::; dn) by a value-passing communication

along channel i, renamed into the silent action � . After this, the next process

pre�x is ready to be performed:

(eri1(v1) k ::: k erin(vn) k so1(Fi(d1; :::; dn)) k ::: k som(Fi(d1; :::; dn))) :

For readability, we introduce the following abbreviation for synchronization

and abstraction over some port i: we further write

P ki Q instead of �fcig � @fri;sig(P k Q):

Henceforth, Mi(d) = Reci ki Send i(d).
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Because the speci�c typing of the read and send actions is not relevant,

except that the function Fi must be compatible with it, we further consider a

many-sorted setting. We assume that each variable is uniquely typed.

3.2 Connected Networks

A network is a �nite collection of modules, in which the read/send connections

respect the typing of the corresponding read and send actions. A general re-

striction is that there is at most one channel for transmission between any two

modules Mi and Mj . In particular, we do not allow merging of channels, or

more than one feedback channel per module (case i = j). Note that branching of

channels is modeled by taking di�erent send actions. In this section we consider

connected network speci�cations of the form

�I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(di)

��
:

Here, connectedness refers to the graph which has the modules as nodes, and

the (undirected) channels as arcs. In the speci�cation above, the @H application

models value-passing synchronizations between modules M1; :::;Mn, and the �I
application models hiding of the resulting communication actions. We further

say that the I/O of a network denotes its external actions, i.e., read or send

actions that have no communication partner within the network. A network

is single-output if its I/O consists of exactly one output action, which will be

referred to as

sout(:::):

Below we recall an example taken from [BHP97] for computing a Fibonacci

sequence using a connected single-output network consisting of modules M1 and

M2. This example also illustrates the particular way we deal with feedback.

Example 3.2.1. Consider the following network in which all values to be

passed are of type IN, and in which a channel name ij indicates that values are

transmitted from module Mi to module Mj :

?

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

?

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

?

? ?

2221 12

sout(n)

Rec1 Rec2

Send1(n) Send2(m)

1 2M2(m)M1(n)

?
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We can specify these modules by the following two iterative processes M1(n)

and M2(m):

M1(n) = Rec1 k1 Send1(n);

Rec1 = (er21(v); s1(v))
!
;

Send1(n) = (sout(n) k s12(n)) � Send1;

Send1 = (er1(v); (sout(v) k s12(v)))
!
;

and

M2(m) = Rec2 k2 Send2(m);

Rec2 = ((er12(v1) k er22(v2)); s2(v1 + v2))
!
;

Send2(m) = (s21(m) k s22(m)) � Send2;

Send2 = (er2(v); (s21(v) k s22(v)))
!
:

Let I = fc21; c12; c22g and H = fr21; s21; r12; s12; r22; s22g. The Fibonacci Net-

work

�I � @H(M1(1) kM2(1))

computes the ordinary Fibonacci sequence 1; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; ::: as the values of its

consecutive sout-actions:

� � �I � @H(M1(1) kM2(1))

= � � sout(1) � sout(1) � sout(2) � sout(3) � sout(5) � sout(8) � � � �

where the leftmost � 's smooth the di�erence between the networks �rst possible

actions: either sout(1) or � resulting from some internal value-passing. A di�erent

characterization is given by the equation

� � �I � @H(M1(n) kM2(m)) = � � sout(n) � �I � @H(M1(m) kM2(n+m));

from which it is immediately clear that � � �I �@H(M1(1) kM2(1)) computes the

Fibonacci sequence. This equation can easily be grasped from the picture above;

its correctness follows from Theorem 3.3.1 presented in the following section.

3.3 Characterization of Connected, Single-I/O Networks

In this section two correctness results on connected single-I/O networks are

recalled ([BHP97]), the second of which is a generalization of the �rst. We show

by an example how a simple case of the �rst result can be proved.

Theorem 3.3.1. Let n � 1, d = d1; :::; dn be a sequence of typed values, and

let

N(d) = �I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(di)

��
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be a network that is connected and single-output, where M1 is the output-

module. Then

� �N(d) = � � sout(d1) �N(F1(d1); :::; Fn(dn))

where Fi is the value function of module Mi, and di abbreviates di1 ; :::; dik
whenever Fi computes on the values of modules Mi1 ; :::;Mik , respectively.

For the case n = 1, the proof of the theorem is trivial. We spell out a most simple

instance. This also shows how a derivable variant of (2)|i.e., a data-parametric

de�nition of a module with feedback|would look like.

Example 3.3.2. Consider the following network N(d) where d 2 IN, containing

one module

M1(d) = Rec1 k1 Send1(d)

that generates a stream:

?

?

11

sout(d)

Rec1

Send1(d)

1 N(d)

?

Here

Rec1 =
P

v:IN(r11(v) � s1(v + 1))! ;

Send1 =
P

v:IN(r1(v)(s11(v) k sout(v)))
! ;

Send1(d) = (s11(d) k sout(d)) � Send1:

Let H = fr11; s11g. The behaviour of @H(Rec1 k1 Send1(d)) can be analyzed as

follows:

@H(M1(d)) = @H (Rec1 k1 Send1(d))

= c11(d) � @H (s1(d+ 1) � Rec1 k1 sout(d) � Send1)

+ sout(d) � @H(Rec1 k1 s11(d) � Send1)

= c11(d) � sout(d) � @H(s1(d+ 1) � Rec1 k1 Send1)

+ sout(d) � c11(d) � @H(s1(d+ 1) � Rec1 k1 Send1)

= c11(d) � sout(d) � c1(d+ 1) � @H(Rec1 k1 Send1(d+ 1))

+ sout(d) � c11(d) � c1(d+ 1) � @H(Rec1 k1 Send1(d+ 1)):
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Let I = fc11g, then it follows from the derivation above that the one-module

network

N(d) = �I � @H(M1(d))

for some d 2 IN satis�es

N(d) = � � sout(d) �N(d+ 1) + sout(d) �N(d+ 1):

Hence

� �N(d) = � � sout(d) �N(d+ 1);

expressing that � �N(d) outputs the in�nite stream

� � sout(d) � sout(d+ 1) � sout(d+ 2) � � � � :

In general, a connected, single-output network with more than one module, all

modules but the output module can be partitioned in a number of connected sub-

networks that perform I/O with the output module only. From this perspective,

the correctness Theorem 3.3.1 can be easily proved. The reader interested in a

proof is referred to [BHP97].1

We can relax the conditions of Theorem 3.3.1 under which the execution of

a network satis�es a single process pre�x, followed by a recursive update of its

data state. A �rst generalization concerns the output actions of a connected,

single-output network. It is not hard to see that the previous correctness result

is preserved if such a network outputs actions of the form

sout(F (d))

for some function F rather than sout(d). We call this output modi�cation of the

out-channel.

A second generalization concerns additional external output of the network.

Assume a network

N(d) = �I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(di)

��

has more than one output channel, and that I is such that all extra output

channels not located at the I/O module are hidden. Then N(d) is single-I/O if

all its I/O activity (its collection of external read and send actions) stems from a

single module, the I/O-module. Our most general result on the class of connected

network is the following: 2

1 We remark that the last condition in the de�nition of Recl, i.e., m 2 Rl nR
0 ) xm 2

Djm , should be skipped.
2 Cf. [BHP97], though we exploit the Expansion Theorem and alphabet axioms (both

recalled in the Appendix) to obtain a nicer formulation.
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Theorem 3.3.3. Let n � 1, d = d1; :::; dn be a sequence of typed values, and

let

N(d) = �I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(di)

��
be a network that is connected and single-I/O, where M1 is the I/O-module and

Extern is the set of indices of the I/O channels. (Notice that Extern 6= ; and

may hide output from non-I/O-modules.)

Then

� �N(d) = � �

�
k

i2Extern
ai(xi)

�
; �I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(Fi(di))

��
where

1. Function Fi is the value function of module Mi,
2. For i > 1, di abbreviates di1 ; :::; dik whenever Fi computes on the values of

modules Mi1 ; :::;Mik , respectively,
3. For i 2 Extern, either ai(xi) � si(Gi(d1)) where Gi is the output modi�ca-

tion of channel i, or ai(xi) � eri(vi),
4. Sequence d1 is de�ned similar, except for its Extern-coordinates (see the

clause 3).

This result gives way to regarding networks as stream transformers, be it that

the I/O connection is located at a single module. In particular, this allows one

to connect single-I/O networks with each other while preserving a simple cor-

rectness characterization. We apply this theorem in Section 5.

4 Beating Grid Protocols

In some cases the restriction to single-I/O networks is too strong. If for example

one wants to model the operation of a simple SR-latch in process algebra (or

RS Flip-Flop, cf. Section 5.1.2 in [TT94]), we obtain a network with multi-I/O.

Below we depict an SR-latch in two typical states: irrespective of the value b,

output at Q is 0, respectively 1. The components below symbolize nor -ports

(where nor(x; y) = 1�max(x; y)).

1

1

0

0

0

0
RR QQ

SS

b

b
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The format for connected networks discussed in the previous section does not

comply to the intended operation of this network: it does not imply that S is

evaluated before R starts its second evaluation. In this section we obtain the

following type of characterization for multi-I/O networks, expressing that the

I/O is performed per cycle:

� �N(d) = � � ((k all I/O value-passing actions) ; N(F i(di)))

i.e., we want to view network operation in a similar way as module operation,

performing I/O in consecutive phases. A way to achieve this is to assume a global

synchronization device, the Beat process. We consider two di�erent options for

the de�nition of such a device.

4.1 Synchronized Modules

We follow the approach described in Section 3.1, but extend module speci�cation

with two external synchronization points with a Beat process, and one extra

internal synchronization point. Another di�erence is that we associate a unique

variable with each input channel:

Mi(d) = Reci ki Send i(d);

Reci =

�
ri

��
k
n

j=1
erij (vij )

�
; si(Fi(vi1 ; :::; vin))

��!
;

Send i(d) = rbi(s) � si �

�
k
m

j=1
soj (d)

�
� Send i;

Send i =

�
eri(vi);

�
rbi(e) � rbi(s) � si �

�
k
m

j=1
soj (vi)

���!
:

and

Beat =

��
k
n

i=1
sbi(s)

�
�

�
k
n

i=1
sbi(e)

��!
;

or

?

Reci

Send i(d)

i

Mi(d)

? ?

�

�

�

�

�

�
��

bi

o1 om

? ?

i1
� � �

� � �

in

Beat =

��
k
n

i=1
sbi(s) � sbi(e)

��!
;

provided we consider a network with n mod-

ules.

The idea is that Mi(d) starts with a Beat-communication cbi(s), whereupon

Reci and Send i(d) synchronize with a ci-communication and can start their

parallel input and output actions. After this, Reci and Send i synchronize by

value-passing action ci(Fi(di)), and \end-synchronization" with Beat can take
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place by a cbi(e) communication, by which the module evolves into Mi(Fi(di)).

In the following section we further explain the synchronization actions between

Mi and Beat .

4.2 Networks with a Beat

Again a network is a collection of modules as de�ned above, in which the

read/send connections respect the typing of the read and send actions. As in

the previous section we adopt the restriction that there is at most one channel

for transmission of data from a module to a module (but feedback is allowed).

For an n-module network, we consider two di�erent de�nitions for the Beat pro-

cess as given above. So, the action sbi(s) gives module Mi permission to start

its parallel I/O, and sbi(e) signals end of this activity. By de�nition of send-read

communication, these actions yield communications cbi(s) and cbi(e). Note that

the second de�nition of Beat is most liberal, as it covers each execution of the

�rst one. (The converse is not true: all sbj (s) actions must take place before an

sbi(e) action can occur.)

In this section we consider network speci�cations of the form

�I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(di)

�
k Beat

�
;

in which the @H application models value-passing synchronizations between mod-

ules M1; :::;Mn and Beat , and the �I application models hiding of the resulting

communication actions. In this case, the rhythm of the Beat guides the operation

of the network.

Below we give an example for computing the operation of an SR-latch using

a beating grid protocol.

Example 4.2.1. SR-Latch. Consider the following network in which all data

to be transmitted are in f0; 1g. A channel name ij indicates that values are

transmitted from module Mi to module Mj : We put the branching of output of

the R;Q-module explicit in the module (corresponding with the restriction that

channels have bandwidth 1):

? ?

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

? ?

12 21sQ(0)

rR(b) rS(0)

Rec1 Rec2

Send1(0) Send2(1)

1 2 M2(1)M1(0)

Beat

� -

? ?

?
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The precise speci�cation of M1(b1) and M2(b2) is as follows:

M1(b1) = Rec1 k1 Send1(b1);

Rec1 = (r1 � [(erR(vR) k er21(v21)); s1(nor (vR; v21))])
!
;

Send1(b1) = rb1(s) � s1 � (sQ(b1) k s12(b1)) � Send1;

Send1 = (er1(v); [rb1 (e) � rb1 (s) � s1 � (sQ(v) k s12(v))])
!
;

M2(b2) = Rec2 k2 Send2(b2);

Rec2 = (r1 � [(erS(vS) k er12(v12)); s2(nor(vS ; v12))])
!
;

Send2(b2) = rb2(s) � s2 � s21(b2) � Send2;

Send2 = (er2(v); [rb2 (e) � rb2 (s) � s2 � s21(v)])
!
:

Let I = fc21; c12g and H = fr21; s21; r12; s12g. We argue that

�I � @H(M1(0) kM2(1) k Beat)

computes the operation of an SR-latch per two cycles. First we analyze the

behaviour of

G(b1; b2)
def
= �I � @H(M1(b1) kM2(b2))

in a graphical style. The characterization theorem for beating grid protocols,

which we present below, yields that

� �G(b1; b2) = � � ((erR(c1) k erS(c2) k sQ(b1));G(nor (b2; c1);nor(b1; c2))) :

In order to further analyze this behaviour we use a graphical style, deleting � -

steps and only showing the input-value pairs hcR; cSi. The output value b1 of

sQ(b1) is characterized as the �rst value of G( ; ):

G(0; 1)G(1; 0)

G(1; 1)

G(0; 0)

h0; 0i

h0; 0i

h0; 0i

h0; 1i

h0; 1ih0; 1i

h1; 0i

h1; 0i

h1; 0i

h1; 1i

h1; 1i

h1; 1i

all pairs
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As argued in [TT94], the SR-latch behaviour can be traced back if one as-

sumes that input is o�ered twice per cycle to the network. Let L(b1; b2) represent

the appropriate G-states, and use the following coding of input pairs:

set for h0; 1i � h0; 1i (output 1 at Q)

reset for h1; 0i � h1; 0i (output 0 at Q)

hold for h0; 0i � h0; 0i (output at Q the same as in the previous cycle)

Then L(0; 0) has the intended behaviour, as follows from the behaviour of G(0; 0)

as analyzed above:

hold

L(0; 0)

hold
resethold

set

L(1; 0) L(0; 1)
reset

set

set reset

So, L(1; 0) is the set-state, L(0; 1) is the reset-state, and also L(0; 0) is considered

as possible initial state.

4.3 Characterization of Beating Grid Protocols

In this section we state our �nal correctness results on networks. As before, we

allow output modi�cation of the external output-actions.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let n � 1, d = d1; :::; dn be a sequence of typed values, and

let

N(d) = �I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(di)

�
k Beat

�
be a beating grid protocol, with synchronized modules. Furthermore, let Beat

be de�ned in one of the following ways:

1: Beat =

��
k
n

i=1
sbi(s)

�
�

�
k
n

i=1
sbi(e)

��!
;

2: Beat =

��
k
n

i=1
sbi(s) � sbi(e)

��!
:

Then

� �N(d) = � �

�
k

i2Extern
ai(xi)

�
; �I � @H

��
k
n

i=1
Mi(Fi(di))

�
k Beat

�
;

where
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1. Extern 6= ; is the set of indices of the I/O channels,
2. Function Fi is the value function of module Mi,
3. For i 2 Extern, either ai(xi) � si(Gi(di)) where Gi is the output modi�ca-

tion of channel i, or ai(xi) � eri(vi),
4. The sequence di abbreviates ai1 ; :::; aiki whenever Fi computes on input

channels i1; :::; iki .

Various inductive proofs of this result [BJM97,Pou97] use a second charac-

terization that covers the case that a network has no external connections. We

apply this characterization result in the next section.

5 An Example: the Wave Equation

In this section we specify a given algorithm for approximation of a wave equation

in a single-output and connected network. The description of this example is

taken from [BHP97].

5.1 The wave equation

The linear homogeneous partial di�erential equation

@2y

@t2
� c2

@2y

@x2
= 0

is known in wave mechanics as the one-dimensional wave equation; it describes

transversal propagation along the x-coordinate or amplitude y(x; t) of a wave.

This equation models for instance vibrations in a string, where it is required that

the tension in the string is approximately constant. The constant c is de�ned

by
p
T=�, where T is the tension in the string and � the string mass per unit

of length. In solutions y(x; t) the constant c is interpreted as the propagation

velocity of the wave in transversal direction.

In order to solve the wave equation, boundary and initial conditions are

needed. As boundary conditions we assume that y(0; t) = y(l; t) = 0 for t � 0,

i.e. that the string is �xed in x = 0 and x = l. With these boundary condi-

tions a string amplitude at some time t, as a function of x, may be graphically

represented as in Fig. 2.

In case we have y(x; 0) and @y=@tjt=0 given as initial conditions for 0 � x � l,

it is possible to derive an approximation of y(x;�t), where �t is a very small

time interval. The values y(x; 0) and y(x;�t) are used for the initialization of

an algorithm that numerically solves the wave equation.

Let N be a natural number, and �x = l=N a very small length interval. We

de�ne

F (z1; z2; z3; z4) = 2z1 � z2 + (c
�t

�x
)2(z3 � 2z1 + z4);

and

yi(t+�t) = F (yi(t); yi(t��t); yi�1(t); yi+1(t)):
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r0

y(x; t)

�
���

r

l

x -

Fig. 2. A string amplitude at time t.

From numerical analysis it is known that yi(t) approximates y(i�x; t) for

1 � i � N � 1, and t � 2�t (see e.g. [Smi65,FJL+88]). Therefore, the above

equation for yi(t + �t) may serve as a basis for numerical approximation of

solutions of the wave equation.

Now an algorithm for calculating wave amplitudes yi(t) may be designed

which uses one processor per sample point on the x-axis, i.e., one for every i and

one for each boundary. As a result the calculations for the string amplitude at

some sample moment t will be carried out by N + 1 processors in parallel. In

fact, N � 1 processors will su�ce, since the values at the sample points i = 0

and i = N are already known from the boundary conditions.

In the next section we specify a connected, single-output grid protocol that

models this approximation. For simplicity we assume that �x and �t are given,

and that there is no interaction between a user of the algorithm and the algo-

rithm itself; the algorithm just produces an in�nite stream of outputs. Of course

we need a criterion for correctness; we require that the algorithm outputs ap-

proximations of the total string amplitudes on the successive sample moments:

y(0);y(�t);y(2�t); :::

where y(t) abbreviates y0(t); :::; yN (t). Other requirements are that the algo-

rithm contains no deadlocks or livelocks, so that it is always able to proceed.

We will see from one simple equation on the external behaviour of the algorithm

that these three requirements are satis�ed. This equation immediately follows

from the correctness theorems presented earlier.

5.2 Grid Protocols modeling the Wave

In the previous section we established the following equation for the calculation

of the value of coordinate yi at time t+�t:

yi(t+�t) = F (yi(t); yi(t��t); yi�1(t); yi+1(t)):
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Modeling this approximation as a grid protocol obscures explicit reference to

time. All that is left is that computation of the amplitudes at time t+�t depends

on the amplitudes at time t and time t��t, and that our protocol is modeled in

such a way that all outputted amplitudes are computed in consecutive phases.

So any reference to time t must be interpreted as to a certain computation phase.

The equation above shows that the current values (at time t) of coordinates

yi, yi�1, and yi+1 are needed, as well as the previous value (at time t ��t) of

coordinate yi. Given these values, the function F calculates the new value (at

time t+�t) of yi. When we model the approximation of the wave equation as a

grid protocol, we need a number of processors, each calculating the consecutive

values of one or more coordinates as oating reals. We choose to let one processor

calculate the values of one coordinate. ForN+1 coordinates, we thus de�neN+1

processors P0; :::; PN . Each processor Pi (0 < i < N) needs the following input:

{ the output of processor Pi�1,

{ the output of processor Pi (itself),

{ the output of processor Pi+1, and

{ the previous output of processor Pi (itself).

Naturally, processors P0 and PN do not need input at all. However, for reasons

of uniformity we also use channels from P1 to P0 and from PN�1 to PN . The

last item above requires that we store the output of each processor for one time

slot. This is, however, not possible in a single module. We solve this problem

by splitting each processor Pi into a calculating module Mi and a delay module

Di. The delay module does nothing more than storing the output value of the

calculating module for one time slot. After that, this value is sent back to the

calculating module. We can now state that the input of each module Mi (0 <

i < N) should be:

{ the output of module Mi�1,

{ the output of module Mi (itself),

{ the output of module Mi+1, and

{ the output of module Di.

This can be visualized as follows:

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�

E
E
E
E
E

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
EE

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Mi�1 Di Mi Di+1

Pi Pi+1

We can proceed in two ways:
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1. We can de�ne a connected, single-output grid protocol. Here an additional

output module transmits the values of all `processors', and hence acts as a

synchronizing device,

2. We can de�ne a single-output beating grid protocol, collecting output directly

from the `processors' described above.

We describe the �rst alternative in detail. It should be immediately clear how

to model the second approach. Now that we have composed a grid protocol

modeling the wave equation, we can start writing a speci�cation in the early-

read format. This is not di�cult: just read what happens from the picture. To

start with, we specify the Di (0 < i < N) modules:

Di(e) = �fc(Di)g � @fr(Di);s(Di)g(RDi k SDi(e))

RDi = (er(Mi;Di)(v); s(Di)(v))
!

SDi = (er(Di)(v); s(Di;Mi)(v))
!

SDi(e) = s(Di;Mi)(e) � SDi:

Here, er(Mi;Di)(v) and s(Di;Mi)(v) stand for an early read or a send action on

the ports connecting Mi and Di. Note that (Mi; Di) is the port from Mi to Di

and (Di;Mi) the port from Di to Mi. The actions er(Di)(v) and s(Di)(v) stand

for an early read or a send action on the internal port of the concerning module.

Likewise, we specify the modules Mi, using the following shorthands:

Ini = (er(Mi;Mi)(v1) k er(Di;Mi)(v2) k er(Mi�1;Mi)(v3) k er(Mi+1;Mi)(v4))

Oi(x) = (s(Mi;Mi)(x) k s(Mi;Di)(x) k s(Mi;Mi�1)(x) k s(Mi;Mi+1)(x) k s(Mi;O)(x))

Now,

Mi(d) = �fc(Mi)g � @fr(Mi);s(Mi)g(Ri k Si(d))

Ri =
�
Ini ; s(Mi)(F (v1; v2; v3; v4))

�!
Si = (er(Mi)(v) ; Oi(v)

�!
Si(d) = Oi(d) � Si:

The port (Mi; O) is the actual output port of the processor, leading to an output

module O.

The processors Pi (0 < i < N) can now be de�ned as follows:

Pi(d; e) =Mi(d) k Di(e);

with d and e the initial values of coordinate yi (yi(�t) and yi(0), respectively).

For N + 1 coordinate pairs, N � 1 of these processors are coupled together,

the outer ones also using two border processors (which are simple modules). The

output of all the calculating modules Mi (0 � i � N) in the processors is sent

to output module O. This module collects the computed values of all processors

and bundles them in a vector. This bundling is somewhat arbitrary; alternatively
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O may send its output in parallel to the environment. In a picture:

@@�� @@��
...P1 PN�1 PNP0

O

As one can see from this picture, the �rst and the last processor only commu-

nicate with their neighbor and the output module O. The speci�cation of these

two processors is, therefore, very simple:

P0(d) = �fc(P0)g � @fr(P0);s(P0)g(R0 k S0(d))

R0 = (er(M1;P0)(v); s(P0)(0))
!

S0 = (er(P0)(v); (s(P0;M1)(v) k s(P0;O)(v)))
!

S0(d) = (s(P0;M1)(d) k s(P0;O)(d)) � S0

PN (d) = �fc(PN )g
� @fr(PN );s(PN )g

(RN k SN (d))

RN = (er(MN�1;PN )(v); s(PN )(0))
!

SN = (er(PN )(v); (s(PN ;MN�1)(v) k s(PN ;O)(v)))
!

SN (d) = (s(PN ;MN�1)(d) k s(PN ;O)(d)) � SN :

Note that P0 and PN need not to be split in a calculating and a delay module.

Since we describe a wave through a string with both ends tight, the output value

of processors P0 and PN will remain zero all the time:

P0(d; e) = P0(0) and PN (d; e) = PN (0):

The only thing left to specify is the output module O. Let d = d1; :::; dN ,

then

O(d) = �fc(O)g � @fr(O);s(O)g(RO k SO(d))

RO =

���
k

i2f0;Ng

er(Pi;O)(vi)

�
k

�
k
N � 1

i=1
er(Mi;O)(vi)

��
; s(O)(v)

�!
SO = (er(O)(w); sout(w))!

SO(d) = sout(d) � SO:
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Now the algorithm can be speci�ed by the parallel composition of O and all

processors Pi:

WAVE(k) = �fcpg � @frp;spg

0
BBB@
O(y(k ��t))

k�
k
N

i=0
Pi(yi((k + 1) ��t); yi(k ��t))

�
1
CCCA ;

WAVE = WAVE(0);

with yi(0); yi(�t) (i = 0; :::; N) arbitrary initial values, and p ranging over the

following set of ports:

f(Mi;Mj); (Mi; Di); (Di;Mi); (Mi; O) j 0 < i; j < Ng [
f(P0;M1); (M1; P0); (P0; O); (MN�1; PN ); (PN ;MN�1); (PN ; O)g:

The external behaviour of the algorithm can then be expressed by

� �WAVE = � � sout(y(0)) � sout(y(�t)) � sout(y(2�t)) � � � � :

This follows from Theorem 3.3.1, which gives the following characterization of

our speci�cation:

� �WAVE(k) = � � sout(y(k ��t)) �WAVE(k + 1):

A beating grid protocol modeling this algorithm need not depend on a syn-

chronizing output module like O de�ned above. By Theorem 4.3.1 we cam omit

O and view the send-actions to O as external. For the resulting protocol WAVE0

protocol one has a choice in the de�nition of its ouput values: either those of

Mi, yielding

� �WAVE0 = � �

��
k
N

i=0
sMi;O(yi(�t)

��
�

��
k
N

i=0
sMi;O(yi(2�t)

��
� :::

not giving output at time 0, or reading the values from the Di modules instead.

In the latter case, the modules Mi lose their output action sMi;O(::), and the

Di should get an extra output action sDi;O(::). We then obtain output also at

time 0, and hence the two (required) initial con�gurations of the string (at time

0 and �t).

6 Conclusions

It appears that early read and process pre�x form a useful extension to ACP-

based speci�cation formalisms. Grid protocols|intended to model parallel com-

putation|are considered for two types of architectures:

{ Strongly connected networks in which I/O is located at one module. Here

internal computation need not proceed in lock step. By connectedness and

I/O interface located at one module, I/O proceeds in lock step.
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{ Networks in which modules need only be strongly connected to a synchro-

nizing device: the beat (for instance a global clock). Both I/O and internal

actions, i.e., all parallel activity, proceed in lock step.

Future work concerns a more formal treatment of substitution, extensions in

the �eld of asynchronous networks, and establishing a precise relationship with

protocol speci�cation and veri�cation in �CRL.

We �nish with some remarks on the proposed speci�cation format for grid

protocols, comprising early reads, process pre�x and no-exit iteration. It is not

essential whether one uses full �CRL or some other data-parametric, recursive

speci�cation format, or the extension of ACP with data and no-exit iteration !

as presented in this paper. Restricting all occurring types of networks to single-

module networks, one �nds by the characterization results that an identity such

as

M(d) =

�
k

I=O
actions]

�
;M(F (v))

can just as well be regarded as the (data-parametric) speci�cation of a module.

In that case, transformation to the speci�cation format as discussed before (with

! and distinctive read and send parts) yields a speci�cation in which character-

ization is relatively easy to prove. Note that the �CRL perspective yields two

basic types of modules, both in the setting without and with a beat process:

those without feedback, as displayed above, and those with feedback, having a

value-update of the form F (d;v) (and the possibility of an initial � -step if one

cares to model the feedback as explicit activity, which from an operational point

of view seems best). In the speci�cation format discussed in this paper feedback

is treated in the same way as other value-passings, which seems a preferable sort

of modeling.

Finally, one can show that for the internal communication actions it is suf-

�cient to assume that all outputs are in parallel; input may have a �xed order.

Because all internal output is performed in parallel this cannot raise any dead-

lock, which also is a consequence of the characterization results: both approaches

reduce to the same external characterization. This appears to be useful for (more)

e�cient proto-typing of grid protocols (cf. [Hil96,Pou97]).
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Appendix

In this appendix we recall some basic process algebra (without explicit use of data):

the system ACP� (A; ), standard concurrency, and no-exit iteration. Furthermore, we

recall expansion and alphabet axioms, all of which are essential for speci�cation and

veri�cation of grid protocols.

The process algebraic framework ACP� (A; ) (ACP with branching bisimulation)

has two parameters: a set A of constants modeling atomic actions, and a (partial)

binary, commutative and associative communication function  on A, de�ning which

actions communicate. Furthermore there are constants � (deadlock or inaction) and �

(silent step). Process operations in ACP� (A; ) are alternative composition or choice

(+), sequential composition (�), parallel composition or merge (k), left and communi-

cation merge ( k and j, used for the axiomatization of k), encapsulation (@H), and

hiding (�I). We mostly suppress the � in process expressions, and brackets according

to the following precedences: � > fk; k ; jg > +. Process expressions are subject to the

axioms of ACP� (A; ), displayed in Table 3 (x; y; z; ::: ranging over processes). Note

that + and � are associative.

We provide a slightly modi�ed version of ACP(A; ) (i.e., the axioms A1{7, CF1,2

and CM1{8), comprising commutativity of k and j, de�ned by the (new) axiom CMC

(Communication Merge is Commutative). As a consequence, the symmetric version of

CM5 and CM8, i.e. CM6 and CM9 respectively, are left out (cf. [BW90]). Furthermore,

we adopt associativity of k and j. Commutativity and associativity of these operations

is known as Standard Concurrency [BT84], and is referred to as SC.

In this paper we only considered two-party communication or handshaking (see

[BT84]), which is axiomatized by x j y j z = �:

We give some informal explanation on the use of process algebra. Often, + is used as

an operation facilitating analysis rather than as a speci�cation primitive: concurrency is

analyzed in terms of sequential composition, choice and communication. Veri�cation of

a concurrent system @H(C1 k ::: k Cn) generally boils down to representing the possible

executions with + and �, having applied left-merge ( k ), communication merge, and

encapsulation (@H , by which communication between components Ci can be enforced).

After renaming internal activity to the silent, unobservable action � with help of the

hiding operator �I (also called `abstraction'), this may yield a simple and informative

speci�cation of external behaviour. For a detailed introduction to ACP� (A; ) and SC

we refer to [BW90].

In order to describe iterative, non-terminating processes we use the unary operation
!, perpetual loop or no-exit iteration, for which NEI1 in Table 3 is the de�ning axiom.

This operation is introduced by Fokkink in [Fok97]. In that paper, several completeness

results are established, among which the fact that BPA (axioms A1{A5) with NEI1

and RSP! characterizes strong bisimilarity. (The `missing' axiom NEI2 concerns the

empty process �, and reads (x + �)! = x!.) It should be remarked that RSP! is not

sound in the setting with the silent step � . For example, each process � � P satis�es

� � P = � � � � P;

though � � P = �! is of course a very undesirable identity.
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Table 3. Axioms of ACP� (A; ) and for no-exit iteration, where a; b 2 A�;� , H; I � A.

(A1) x+ y = y + x j (B1) x� = x

(A2) x+ (y + z) = (x+ y) + z j (B2) x(� (y+ z) + y) = x(y + z)

(A3) x+ x = x j

(A4) (x+ y)z = xz + yz j

(A5) (xy)z = x(yz) j

(A6) x+ � = x j

(A7) �x = � j

j

(CF1) a j b = (a; b) if (a; b) # j

(CF2) a j b = � otherwise j

j

(CM1) x k y = (x k y + y k x) j (D1) @H(a) = a if a 62 H

+ x j y j (D2) @H(a) = � if a 2 H

(CM2) a k x = ax j (D3) @H(x+ y) = @H(x) + @H(y)

(CM3) ax k y = a(x k y) j (D4) @H(xy) = @H(x) � @H(y)

(CM4) (x+ y) k z = x k z + y k z j

(CMC) x j y = y j x j (TI1) �I(a) = a if a 62 I

(CM5) ax j b = (a j b)x j (TI2) �I(a) = � if a 2 I

(CM7) ax j by = (a j b)(x k y) j (TI3) �I(x+ y) = �I(x) + �I(y)

(CM8) (x+ y) j z = x j z + y j z j (TI4) �I(xy) = �I(x) � �I(y)

(NEI1) x! = x � (x)! j (NEI3) @H(x
!) = (@H(x))

!

(RSP!) x = y � x =) x = y! j (NEI4) �I(x
!) = (�I(x))

!
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The proofs of the characterization results as described in this paper employ the

Expansion Theorem (cf. [BW90]). This theorem holds in the setting of handshaking:

for n � 3:

h
k
n

i=1

Pi

i
=
Pn

j=1
Pj k

�
k

i2f1;:::;ngnfjg

Pi

�
+Pn

j=2

Pj�1

k=1
(Pj j Pk) k

�
k

i2f1;:::;ngnfj;kg

Pi

�
:

Also, a lot if (intermediate) results depend on application of alphabet axioms. Under

certain conditions the scope, or the action set of �I or @H applications can be changed,

depending on the alphabet of a process. In Table 4 we give some axioms to determine

the alphabet of process P , notation �(P ). Except for AB6, these axioms stem from

[BBK87].

Table 4. Alphabet axioms, a 2 A.

(AB1) �(�) = ; = �(� ) j (AB4) �(ax) = fag [ �(x)

(AB2) �(a) = fag j (AB5) �(x+ y) = �(x) [ �(y)

(AB3) �(�x) = �(x) j (AB6) �(x!) = �(x)

Starting from the alphabet of a process, the conditional alphabet axioms in Table 5

(also taken from [BBK87]) give conditions for changing either scope or action sets I;H

of �I and @H applications. Here B j C for B;C � A denotes the set fa 2 A j a =

(b; c) for some b 2 B; c 2 Cg.

Table 5. Conditional alphabet axioms, H; I � A.

(CA1) �(x) j (�(y) \H) � H =) @H(x k y) = @H(x k @H(y))

(CA2) �(x) j (�(y) \ I) = ; =) �I(x k y) = �I(x k �I(y))

(CA3) �(x) \H = ; =) @H(x) = x

(CA4) �(x) \ I = ; =) �I(x) = x
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